ABSTRACT Viruses are under relentless selective pressure from host immune defenses. To study how poxviruses adapt to innate immune detection pathways, we performed serial vaccinia virus infections in primary human cells. Independent courses of experimental evolution with a recombinant strain lacking E3L revealed several high-frequency point mutations in conserved poxvirus genes, suggesting important roles for essential poxvirus proteins in innate immune subversion. Two distinct mutations were identified in the viral RNA polymerase gene A24R, which seem to act through different mechanisms to increase virus replication. Specifically, a Leu18Phe substitution encoded within A24R conferred fitness trade-offs, including increased activation of the antiviral factor protein kinase R (PKR). Intriguingly, this A24R variant underwent a drastic selective sweep during passaging, despite enhanced PKR activity. We showed that the sweep of this variant could be accelerated by the presence of copy number variation (CNV) at the K3L locus, which in multiple copies strongly reduced PKR activation. Therefore, adaptive cases of CNV can facilitate the accumulation of point mutations separate from the expanded locus. This study reveals how rapid bouts of gene copy number amplification during accrual of distant point mutations can potently facilitate poxvirus adaptation to host defenses.
A lthough the mutation rates of animal viruses are much higher than those of their hosts, the point mutation rate varies greatly between different types of viruses (1) (2) (3) (4) . For example, some double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) viruses have point mutation rates that are orders of magnitude lower than those of RNA viruses (3) . Poxviruses, for instance, are predicted to have relatively low point mutation rates due to 3=-5= proofreading activity of the viral DNA polymerase (3, 5, 6) . While recent estimates suggest a higher point mutation rate for poxviruses than for other dsDNA viruses (7, 8) , these rates are still lower than those for most RNA viruses. Observations that viruses with various mutation rates flourish in shared hosts strongly predict that successful adaptation of dsDNA viruses, including poxviruses, relies on mechanisms in addition to the rapid sampling of point mutations.
Vaccinia virus (VACV) provides a useful model system for studying poxvirus evolution due to the vast repertoire of available molecular tools and numerous wellcharacterized interactions between VACV-encoded factors and the host innate immune system. One key interface involves interactions between VACV and the host nucleic acid sensor protein kinase R (PKR). Upon binding viral dsRNA, PKR phosphorylates the eukaryotic translation initiation factor eIF2␣. Phosphorylation of eIF2␣ leads to a severe block in protein translation and to attenuated viral replication. Like many poxviruses, VACV encodes E3L and K3L, which inhibit PKR via different mechanisms (9) (10) (11) .
Consistent with their role as key host range factors, VACV E3L and K3L vary in the ability to block PKRs from different host species (9, 12) . In particular, K3L is a poor inhibitor of human PKR, such that a VACV strain lacking E3L (ΔE3L) (13) exhibits a severe replication defect during infection of HeLa cells (12) . This deficiency places strong selective pressure on the virus to adapt to counteract PKR. Previous courses of experimental evolution of ΔE3L in HeLa cells revealed a recombination-based "genomic accordion" mechanism, in which copy number variation (CNV) of the K3L gene allowed rapid adaptation by inhibiting the activity of PKR (14) . Although whole-genome sequencing of VACV revealed that each of the three replicate populations in this experiment acquired an increased K3L copy number, there were differences between populations in the recombination breakpoints as well as unique high-frequency point mutations throughout the genome. These differences suggest that experimental evolution is just beginning to uncover adaptive mutations and mechanisms contributing to poxvirus evolution. Further analysis of evolving populations under different conditions might reveal unrecognized means of virus adaptation.
In this study, we identified adaptive mutations in VACV genomes that arose during serial infections of primary human fibroblast (HF) cells. Interestingly, two nonsynonymous point mutations, from independent replicate populations, were identified within the A24R gene, which encodes a catalytic subunit of the viral RNA polymerase (vRNAP). Experimental rescue analysis indicates that either a Leu18Phe or Lys452Asn amino acid change in the A24R gene product is sufficient to provide a replication gain to the ΔE3L virus in HF cells. Additionally, the A24R mutations we found seem to act through mechanisms distinct from those of previously identified adaptive A24R mutations to improve viral fitness. We also show that by blocking PKR activation, the K3L CNV arising in our virus populations enhanced the accumulation of a point mutation in A24R. This work provides a new view of how the rapid fixation of a beneficial point mutation, often described as a selective sweep, can occur concurrently with recombination-mediated adaptation in a viral population, and it illuminates a fundamental mechanism for how structural variants (SVs) might enhance poxvirus adaptation.
RESULTS
Replication gains following serial infection of primary HF cells. To study mechanisms of viral adaptation, we performed serial VACV infections of primary human fibroblast (HF) cells. ΔE3L replicates poorly in HeLa cells (12) , so we first tested whether the defect is similar for infection of primary human fibroblasts. While both ΔE3L and the parental wild-type Copenhagen strain of VACV (VC-2) replicated equally in a permissive hamster (BHK) cell line during 48-h infections, ΔE3L displayed an even stronger growth defect compared to the growth of VC-2 in HF cells than in HeLa cells (Fig. 1A) . This result is consistent with cell type-specific innate immune responses to viral infection placing different selective pressures on the virus (15) , even between different human cell lines.
To test how VACV might adapt to primary human cells, we performed serial infections of HF cells with ΔE3L in triplicate. Using viral titer as a measure of fitness, we observed rapid gains in fitness over the course of 10 passages for all three replicate virus populations (Fig. 1B) . Despite modest replication of the parental ΔE3L virus in HF cells compared to HeLa cells, we observed comparable gains in replication of ΔE3L virus populations over the course of our infections of HF cells (Fig. 1B) and HeLa cells, as previously reported (14) .
High-frequency point mutations in evolved virus populations. To define genetic changes that might account for increases in viral fitness, we used deep sequencing of viral genomes from each of the replicate populations after 10 rounds of serial infection (P10). We obtained an average of Ͼ2,000ϫ coverage across the genome for each P10 population. Excluding the inverted terminal repeat regions (1 to 5,000 bp and 186,737 to 191,737 bp), we identified nine single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) not present in the ΔE3L parent virus at a frequency of Ͼ1% for any P10 population, in addition to 20 shared differences compared to the VC-2 reference strain ( Table 1 ). The nine SNPs present in at least one of the three P10 populations but not in the ΔE3L parent virus represent potentially adaptive mutations. All nine SNPs lie within open reading frames, and notably, seven of them result in nonsynonymous amino acid changes or frameshifts ( Fig. 2A) . Remarkably, the highest-frequency SNP in each population caused a substitution in an essential gene conserved among poxviruses, resulting in a Leu18Phe amino acid substitution in A24R, encoding a catalytic subunit of the viral RNA polymerase (vRNAP) (16); a Glu495Gly amino acid substitution in E9L, encoding the viral DNA polymerase (17, 18) ; and a Trp44Cys amino acid substitution in F10L, encoding a kinase required for virion morphogenesis (19) . These core genes are all involved in replication and assembly, suggesting a common adaptive advantage through altered replication cycle kinetics under nonoptimal conditions in which nucleic acid sensors are activated. This may represent an indirect selection for altered replication and assembly in addition to the direct influence of innate signaling pathways. Furthermore, another A24R mutation, resulting in a Lys452Asn amino acid substitution, was identified in a replicate population independently of the Leu18Phe variant. This result suggests that the A24R gene may be a common target for beneficial mutations in VACV, consistent with previous reports of other adaptive A24R mutations (20) (21) (22) . Together, these high-frequency mutations suggest a common role for poxvirus genes encoding essential viral functions in adaptation to activated host innate immune responses and an altered cellular environment.
SVs in evolved virus populations. In addition to point mutations, genetic changes in the form of gene copy number variation (CNV) have previously been shown to play an adaptive role during poxvirus adaptation (14) . To identify potentially adaptive structural variants (SVs) in our evolved virus populations, we analyzed the P10 sequences by using the SV analysis implemented in the program Wham (23). We found seven SVs with Ͼ10 reads to define both the 5= and 3= locations of recombination Table 2 ). Sanger sequencing corroborated each of these SVs to within one nucleotide of the putative breakpoint. The single SV identified in the ΔE3L parent virus was also present in all three P10 populations (breakpoint 7 in Table 2 ). This variant corresponds to the 11K vaccinia virus promoter introduced during the deletion of E3L (13), resulting in two copies of this sequence, found at different genomic locations (Fig. 2B ). The remaining 6 SVs were present only in the P10 virus populations, and each of them was associated with the K3L locus. There was a corresponding increase in sequencing depth surrounding K3L for each P10 virus population, but this was absent in the parent population (Fig. 2B) . Three of the SNPs from variant calling were located 1 bp from a structural variant breakpoint, and we therefore categorized these as false-positive calls due to misaligned reads (Table 1 ). This finding illustrates that SVs in poxvirus genomes should be considered when using standard variant calling methods to identify SNPs.
A similar copy number amplification of the K3L locus was observed following serial infections of HeLa cells with ΔE3L (14) . In the previous study, we showed that CNV at the K3L locus corresponds to an increased amount of K3L protein, which impairs PKR activation. Interestingly, two of the seven breakpoints identified in this study were identical to those observed in virus populations passaged in HeLa cells (14) , suggesting the presence of these variants at a level below the limit of detection in the ΔE3L parent virus or indicating that these are preferential sites for recombination. These results, combined with studies demonstrating CNV in other poxvirus genes in response to selective pressure (24) (25) (26) , continue to reveal CNV as a mechanism for rapid adaptation of VACV. a The ORF containing the mutation is shown for variant alleles (bold) not present in the ΔE3L parent virus (also see Fig. 2A ).
b Alleles with frequencies of Ͼ0.01 are shown. c Predicted false-positive variant stemming from a misaligned read at a structural variant breakpoint (see Table 2 ).
A24R mutations increase viral fitness through distinct mechanisms. Following 10 passages in HF cells, each population of viruses harbored a unique set of mutations that might contribute to increased fitness. The most drastic example was a Leu18Phe amino acid substitution encoded within A24R that was nearly fixed (frequency ϭ 0.91) in one virus population after 10 passages (Fig. 2A) . The lack of other nonsynonymous point mutations in this replicate population above a frequency of 1% strongly suggests that this single mutation contributed to the observed increase in fitness (Fig. 1B) . To test this hypothesis, we generated a recombinant virus with this A24R mutation in the parental ΔE3L strain (A24R Leu18Phe ). Growth curve analysis with the permissive BHK cell line revealed that the A24R Leu18Phe and ΔE3L viruses replicated to similar titers (Fig. 3A) . However, in HF cells, the A24R Leu18Phe virus exhibited a significant increase in titer relative to that of ΔE3L from 48 to 72 h postinfection. Thus, the single nucleotide change in A24R in the ΔE3L genetic background was sufficient to enhance viral fitness under selective pressure in HF cells.
To examine how a single amino acid substitution encoded within A24R might increase viral fitness, we mapped A24R mutations onto solved structures of RNA polymerases. Previous work used the crystal structure of Saccharomyces cerevisiae RNA polymerase II to map A24R mutations encoding amino acid substitutions onto the homologous subunit in yeast, RBP2 (22) . RBP2 is the second largest subunit of yeast RNA polymerase II and forms an active site of the enzyme with RBP1 (27) . Using a similar approach, we generated an amino acid alignment between the VACV A24R gene product and S. cerevisiae RBP2 to predict the locations of amino acid substitutions encoded within A24R mutants on the S. cerevisiae RNA polymerase II crystal structure (PDB entry 1I50) (28) . This analysis suggested that the Leu18Phe substitution encoded by the corresponding A24R mutant is located on a solvent-exposed surface of the polymerase distal from the active site of the enzyme (Fig. 3B ). This surface might be involved in binding other factors to the polymerase, such that a Leu18Phe substitution may alter a protein-protein interaction(s). However, little is currently known about viral or host proteins that bind to the A24R gene product, making it difficult to predict the functional consequences of this mutation. Distinct adaptive mutations in A24R demonstrate how vRNAP variation can affect viral fitness. Two A24R mutations were shown to influence transcription elongation, resulting in the production of short virus transcripts in response to isatin-␤-thiosemicarbazone (IBT) selection (21, 22) . IBT-resistant mutations have also been shown to reduce the activation of the host dsRNA sensor oligoadenylate synthetase (OAS) (29, 30) . These studies suggest that changes to transcript length, dictated by vRNAP, can influence the activation of innate immune dsRNA sensors in the cell. Indeed, another A24R mutation was recently identified that reduces the activation of the dsRNA sensor PKR (20) . Without E3L, viruses are more vulnerable to PKR and OAS activities, and thus we hypothesized that the A24R substitutions we identified might act through a similar mechanism to reduce the activation of dsRNA sensors.
To test whether either of the A24R variants from our evolved virus populations is sufficient to alter innate immune responses, we first determined whether dsRNA production was affected by the vRNAP variants. A dot blot of dsRNAs from infected cells revealed less total dsRNA in cells infected with either the A24R Leu18Phe or A24R Lys452Asn recombinant virus than that in cells infected with the ΔE3L virus (Fig. 3C) . Viruses with the Leu18Phe substitution produced a notable reduction in dsRNA, which might reflect changes to transcript length or stability, or even changes to a subset of transcripts. Additionally, the overall reduction in dsRNA might have affected the activation of dsRNA sensors and contributed to the fitness increases observed for viruses harboring the A24R variants.
To test whether a reduction in dsRNA affects downstream nucleic acid sensing pathways, we measured the activities of the OAS/RNase L and PKR pathways in cells infected with recombinant viruses harboring the A24R mutant-encoded Leu18Phe or Lys452Asn substitution. We did not detect any notable difference in RNase L activity as judged by rRNA degradation following infection with either the A24R Leu18Phe or A24R Lys452Asn recombinant virus (Fig. 3D) . This result suggests that the OAS/RNase L pathway was not significantly affected by these A24R substitutions, despite the reduction in dsRNA. We next tested whether either of the A24R variants reduced PKR activation as measured by changes in phosphorylated PKR and phosphorylated eIF2␣ protein levels in infected HF cells. Counter to our expectation, immunoblot analysis indicated that HF cells infected with the A24R Leu18Phe virus repeatedly showed increased levels of both phosphorylated PKR and eIF2␣ (Fig. 3E) . While the A24R Leu18Phe virus conferred a replication benefit at late time points that may account for an increase in PKR activation, this is unlikely given the equivalent viral titers between the A24R Leu18Phe and ΔE3L viruses at the 6-h time point (Fig. 3A) when we harvested total protein. In contrast, there were no substantial changes in PKR activation upon infection with the A24R Lys452Asn virus compared to infection with ΔE3L. These data suggest that the A24R variants we identified work through mechanisms distinct from those for other known A24R substitutions to enhance viral fitness. Moreover, the increase in PKR (12), we tested the impact of A24R variation during infections of cells from other primate species. We performed triplicate 48-h infections in two human and two Old World primate cell lines: HF cells, HeLa cells, rhesus macaque fibroblasts, and African green monkey fibroblasts. In each of the four cell lines tested, the parental ΔE3L virus exhibited considerably reduced replication compared to that in a permissive BHK cell line (Fig. 4A) . The A24R Lys452Asn virus replicated equally to or better than ΔE3L in all primate cells tested, suggesting that the fitness increase provided by the A24R Lys452Asn variant is not species or cell type specific. In contrast, while A24R Leu18Phe virus replication showed a 43-fold increase in HF cells relative to replication of the ΔE3L virus, titers were significantly reduced in HeLa cells and African green monkey fibroblasts. The clear differences in A24R Leu18Phe viral titers between cells from two Old World monkey species and also between two human cell lines reveal a potential fitness trade-off for viruses harboring this substitution.
Consistent with a fitness trade-off in some cell types, the A24R Leu18Phe virus displayed a small-plaque phenotype in permissive BHK cells (Fig. 4B) . This phenotype is associated with defects in cell-to-cell spread (31) (32) (33) , although the A24R Leu18Phe virus produced approximately the same number of infectious particles as ΔE3L in BHK cells (Fig. 3A) . The small-plaque phenotype in conjunction with differential replication among cell lines supports the idea that the A24R Leu18Phe variant is beneficial only under certain conditions. Furthermore, the growth benefit in HF cells and the growth defect in HeLa cells highlight that specific, species-independent differences between the cell lines can contribute to the success or failure of the A24R Leu18Phe virus.
Accelerated sweep of the A24R Leu18Phe variant during adaptive gene copy number amplification. The A24R Leu18Phe variant rose to near fixation in a viral population during experimental evolution of ΔE3L in HF cells ( Fig. 2; Table 1 ). The rapid dominance of the variant in this population was unusual given the slower accumulation dynamics of mutations within other replicate populations. For example, the A24R Lys452Asn variant provided a similar replication increase alone (Fig. 4A) yet reached a frequency of only 14%, in contrast to the 91% frequency of the A24R Leu18Phe variant (Fig. 5A) . Furthermore, we might have predicted that the increased PKR activation induced by the A24R Leu18Phe variant (Fig. 3E) would prevent the mutation from reaching fixation so rapidly. To more carefully determine how this mutation arose, we analyzed earlier passages during the course of experimental evolution. Remarkably, the A24R Leu18Phe variant was detectable only starting at passage 8 as judged by sequencing of A24R amplicons in each passage, prompting us to deep sequence virus populations from passages 7 to 9. Genome sequence analysis revealed that the mutation rapidly increased in frequency with each successive passage late in the experiment (Fig. 5A) . Consistent with our earlier analysis, this was the only verified SNP Virus Titer (PFU/mL) present at frequencies above 1% in passages 7 to 10 (replicate A), which is in stark contrast to the findings for replicate C, in which multiple mutations across the genome fluctuated in frequency from passages 7 to 10 (Fig. 5A) . The rapid accumulation of the A24R Leu18Phe variant, as well as a lack of any other mutations across the genome, is consistent with a strong selective sweep of the mutation in the replicate A population. However, because the A24R Leu18Phe virus also increased PKR activation, the question remained as to how the mutation induces increased virus replication.
The increased copy number of the K3L gene in the P10 population provided a clue to how the A24R mutation might rapidly sweep to fixation despite increasing PKR activation. There was only one recombination breakpoint at P10 for replicate A, as opposed to multiple breakpoints for replicates B and C ( Fig. 5B; Table 2 ). This suggests that when the selective sweep of the A24R Leu18Phe variant occurred, these viruses also contained a single K3L CNV breakpoint. To determine whether the K3L gene copy number amplification or the A24R Leu18Phe mutation arose first in the virus population, we used Southern blot analysis to measure K3L CNV during experimental evolution of replicate A. We first detected K3L CNV at passage 4, and the proportion of viruses with the population harboring CNV seemed to remain steady through passage 10, as indicated by the consistent intensities of bands within each lane (Fig. 5C ). Since the A24R Leu18Phe substitution did not emerge until passage 7, the earlier appearance of K3L CNV might have preemptively blocked PKR activation that would otherwise be induced by the A24R Leu18Phe variant, facilitating its rapid fixation. Indeed, in cells infected with the replicate A P10 virus, which contained both the A24R Leu18Phe substitution and K3L CNV, there was a marked reduction in PKR activation (Fig. 3E) . This result suggests that K3L CNV can compensate for the activation of PKR induced by the A24R Leu18Phe variant.
To test whether rapid accumulation of the A24R Leu18Phe variant was influenced by the K3L copy number, we wanted to track increases of the A24R Leu18Phe variant in virus populations with and without K3L CNV. To do this, we infected cells with viruses containing the A24R Leu18Phe substitution alone (A24R Leu18Phe ), K3L CNV alone (CNV), or the combination of the two genetic changes (A24R Leu18Phe ϩCNV), each starting at a ratio of 1:100 with the parental ΔE3L virus (see Materials and Methods for strain details). Compared to ΔE3L alone after two passages in HF cells, the A24R Leu18Phe :ΔE3L virus population replicated ϳ10-fold better, CNV:ΔE3L ϳ1,000-fold better, and A24R Leu18Phe : CNV:ΔE3L ϳ10,000-fold better (Fig. 5D ). These data suggest that while either the A24R Leu18Phe variant or K3L CNV is sufficient for a fitness benefit in HF cells, the combination is additive and may therefore facilitate fixation of the A24R Leu18Phe variant. We next analyzed the abundance of the A24R Leu18Phe substitution in the virus populations to determine if it accumulated faster in the presence of K3L CNV. Starting at 1% of the population, the mutation reached 98.8% abundance after only two passages when multiple copies of K3L were present, compared to 45.2% abundance at passage 2 with a single copy of K3L (Fig. 5D) . The increased accumulation of the variant in the presence of CNV is consistent with the added fitness benefit for viruses carrying both genetic changes. Thus, the A24R Leu18Phe substitution accumulated markedly faster in the presence of K3L CNV, which suggests that the reduction in PKR activation provided by increased K3L expression may have facilitated the rapid rise of the distant A24R mutation.
DISCUSSION
In this study, we found a new means of poxvirus adaptation to innate immune response pathways. Vaccinia virus has proven to be a useful model for experimental evolution and continues to reveal the genetic basis of various poxvirus adaptations (14, 20, 25) . We charted the rise of multiple point mutations over the course of 10 serial infections, which is consistent with adaptive evolution through several independent mechanisms. Most notable among these was the rapid accumulation of a Leu18Phe substitution resulting from a mutation within A24R, which encodes a subunit of the viral RNA polymerase. Unlike in other evolved virus populations, the rise of the A24R Leu18Phe variant appeared in the near absence of other point mutations (Fig. 5A) , an observation reminiscent of clonal interference, where strongly adaptive point mutations on separate genomes can compete and transiently dominate within asexual populations (34, 35) . However, a case of clonal interference seemed unlikely given the high rates of recombination in poxviruses (36) (37) (38) (39) and the modest replicative advantage we measured in a recombinant strain containing only the A24R Leu18Phe mutation (Fig. 3A) . We therefore considered the impact of K3L gene copy number amplification as a facilitating event for the rapid accumulation of the A24R Leu18Phe variant during this course of experimental evolution.
We previously found that genomes harboring multiple copies of K3L produced more protein product, which resulted in fitness gains for viruses under selective pressure to overcome the antiviral factor PKR (14) . In two populations evolved in HeLa cells, we observed the additional emergence of a beneficial point mutation in K3L during serial infections, which we predict is more likely to occur in viruses with multiple copies of the gene (14) . However, as we did not observe K3L mutations in every evolved population, adaptive mutations likely still arise at a low frequency. In this study, we observed a beneficial point mutation in a gene distant from the expanded K3L locus (Ͼ100,000 bp apart) that may benefit from the presence of virus genomes harboring multiple copies of K3L. We speculate that the Leu18Phe substitution encoded within the A24R variant alters virus transcription to promote virus replication and found that while the vRNAP variant does reduce total dsRNA, it also activates PKR ( Fig. 3C and E) . These results show that the A24R Leu18Phe virus produces less dsRNA and suggest a complicated mechanism in which the polymerase variant alters RNA production in a way that activates PKR despite the reduction in dsRNA. Further analysis of viral transcripts may reveal changes to transcript length or other modifications to specific transcripts that modulate immune sensing.
Despite providing modest fitness gains and activating PKR, the A24R Leu18Phe mutation can rapidly sweep to fixation in virus populations in the presence of multiple copies of K3L that block PKR activation. Consistent with this idea, we observed rapid fixation of the A24R Leu18Phe variant following K3L copy number amplification ( Fig. 5A and C) and a 2-fold increase in the accumulation of the A24R Leu18Phe variant in the presence of multiple K3L copies compared to that in populations with a single copy of K3L (Fig. 5D ). These data suggest that adaptive copy number variation can facilitate the rapid accumulation of otherwise modestly beneficial mutations, such as the A24R Leu18Phe variant. In this way, recombination-based CNV may enhance the viability of an expanded set of beneficial mutations that otherwise suffer from trade-offs (e.g., activation of PKR) and might otherwise be unable to sweep through populations. Given that copy number amplification events are likely to be transient (14) , this foothold may be temporary, as suggested by previous work describing the accumulation of beneficial point mutations causing the collapse of CNV (20) . In the current study, CNV of the K3L locus persisted through passage 10 ( Fig. 5C ), but it might collapse to a single copy after further rounds of infection. In any case, copy number variation provides an opportunity for mutations to sweep rapidly through genes both undergoing CNV and distant from CNV, despite small initial fitness gains relative to those for other mutations in the population. Given long periods of evolutionary time, the presence of seemingly simple, beneficial point mutations in virus populations may belie a more volatile history of fixation involving the aid of adaptive yet transient gene copy number amplification events.
